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Dear Madam, 

 

DETERMINATION IN TERMS OF SECTION 30M OF THE PENSION FUNDS ACT, 

24 OF 1956 (“the Act”): L KIRSTEN (“complainant”) v ALLAN GRAY 

RETIREMENT ANNUITY FUND (“first respondent”) AND ALLAN GRAY 

INVESTMENT SERVICES (PTY) LTD (“second respondent”) 

 

[1] INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 This complaint concerns the allocation and distribution of a death 

benefit following the demise of the first respondent’s member.  

 

1.2 The complaint was received by this Tribunal on 13 May 2016.  

A letter acknowledging receipt thereof was sent to the complainant on  

16 May 2016. On the same date, the complaint was forwarded to the 

second respondent, giving it until 16 June 2016 to file a response to the 

complaint. On 8 June 2016, a response was received from the second 

respondent. No further submissions were received from the parties.  

 

[2]  FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
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2.1 The complainant is a friend of the late Mr CL Wilson (“the deceased”), 

who passed away on 10 October 2015. The deceased was a member 

of the first respondent by virtue of his employment. The second 

respondent administers the first respondent.   

 

2.2 The deceased nominated the complainant as a sole nominee on his 

beneficiary nomination form. 

 

2.3 Following the deceased’s demise, a death benefit in the amount of        

R77 634.35 became available for distribution to his beneficiaries and 

dependants in terms of section 37C of the Act.  

The board of the first respondent resolved to allocate the entire death 

benefit to Ms Amelia Sarwal Merchant (“Amelia”), to the exclusion of 

the complainant. 

    

[3] COMPLAINT 

 

3.1 The complainant submits that she and the deceased had a platonic 

relationship. She states that due to the fact that the deceased did not 

have living family members, except his half-sister with whom he did not 

have good relations, he had indicated to his friends and in the 

presence of Amelia that should he die, she would be his beneficiary.    

 

3.2 She submits that following the deceased’s demise, Amelia asked her to 

come to Johannesburg in order to assist her with the deceased’s 

funeral arrangements. In this regard, she claims to have flown to 

Johannesburg at her expense and paid for her own accommodation 

expenses.     

 

3.3 The complainant avers that when the deceased and Amelia first met, 

both owned individual properties in Fourways. She states that they 

each had two properties that they rented out. After six months of 
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dating, they decided to move-in together on 1 September 2014. She 

states that the couple did not have a stable relationship as Amelia 

moved out of the house they shared a few times to live with her 

mother. 

 

3.4 She submits that she is dissatisfied with the decision of the board of 

the first respondent to allocate the entire death benefit to Amelia, to her 

exclusion. She asserts that she is of the view that the board did not 

conduct a thorough investigation. She further submits that after reading 

the reasons for the decision of the board to allocate the death benefit in 

the manner it did, she feels that Amelia is comfortable benefitting from 

the deceased’s death benefit when she fully knows what the wishes of 

the deceased were. She states that Amelia is not in financial strain as 

she owns two properties, has a good paying job and drives an 

expensive car.  

 

3.5 The complainant states that she finds it odd that Amelia stated that she 

needs the proceeds of the death benefit in order for her to be able to 

rent her own house and pay for food and studies. She contends that 

Amelia lived in her own house and paid for her own expenses before 

she moved-in with the deceased. She further states that she does not 

believe Amelia’s statement that she contributed an amount of 

R10 000.00 towards the household expenses and requires proof in this 

regard. 

3.6 She therefore, requests this Tribunal to investigate the matter and 

order the first respondent to honour the wishes of the deceased and 

allocate the entire death benefit to her instead of Amelia.   

    

[4] RESPONSE  

 

4.1 The second respondent submitted a response in its capacity as the 

administrator of the first respondent.  
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4.2 It submitted that the deceased applied for membership of the first 

respondent on 14 February 2013 and became a member during       

May 2013. He was not married and did not have any children. It 

confirms that the deceased nominated the complainant as his sole 

beneficiary on his 14 February 2013 membership application form. 

 

4.3 It states that it was notified of the deceased’s death on                            

20 October 2015. The deceased’’ benefits were invested in unit trusts 

and after a switch of the unit trusts underlying his benefits in the Fund 

on 23 October 2015 to the Allan Gray Money Market Fund (a unit 

trust), the value of the death benefit available in the first respondent 

was R75 313.75. The values continued to grow with the return in the 

Allan Gray Money Market Fund until payment of the death benefit. The 

deceased’s gross annual income at date of death was R750 000.00 

(being gross salary of R504 000.00 plus gross rental income of 

R240 000.00). 

 

4.4 It submits that the deceased died intestate and at the date of the 

allocation decision, it was not clear whether his estate was solvent. 

According to information provided to the Fund, the assets in the estate 

were valued at approximately R1 900 000.00 with liabilities of 

approximately R2 300 000.00. 

 

 

4.5 It submits that the deceased was survived by the following persons: 

   

Name Relationship with the deceased 

Amelia  Life partner 

Cameron Walter Keith Wilson Father who confirmed non-financial 

dependency 

Diane Wilson Sister who confirmed non-financial 

dependency 

Lauren Hazel Wilson Half-sister who confirmed non-

financial dependency 
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Liesl Kirsten (the complainant) Friend and nominee who confirmed 

non-financial dependency 

 

4.6 It stated that the investigation revealed the following: 

 

 Amelia Sarwal Merchant (aged 29 at the time of the deceased’s death) 

 

 She and the deceased were in a permanent relationship spanning about       

24 months and living together for approximately 18 months at the time of the 

deceased’s death. She and the deceased shared a common household and 

expenses. She quantified her financial support received from the deceased 

as R10 000.00 per month in her declaration regarding financial support, dated 

9 November 2015. 

 

  She received approximately an amount R9 000.00 from her own employer’s 

company scheme which pays out when a partner, spouse, child or any family 

member listed in terms of the company scheme passes away. 

 

 She did not receive any inheritance. 

 

 At date of the deceased’s death, she was employed with a gross annual 

income of R720 000.00 per annum (being gross salary of R480 000.00 p.a. 

plus gross rental income of R240 000.00 p.a.) and monthly expenses of       

R54 050.00 as per her permanent life partner declaration, dated 9 November 

2015.  

 

 She and the deceased entered into a joint lease agreement in terms of which 

they leased a residential property for a period of 12 months, commencing on 

1 September 2014 and terminating on 31 August 2015.  

  

Complainant (aged 45 at date of death of the deceased) 
 
 

 She informed the second respondent that she and the deceased were best 

friends and not in a relationship. The deceased was never married and did 

not have any children.  

 

 She did not receive any third party capital payments. 

 

 She did not receive any inheritance. 
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 She is employed as an administrator. 
 

 She completed death claim documents where she stated that she was not 

financially dependent on the deceased. She further mentioned Amelia as the 

deceased’s life partner in one of the forms she completed. 

 

4.7 It submits that the deceased and Amelia were in a permanent 

relationship spanning about 24 months and were living together for 

approximately 18 months at the time of his death. Their relationship 

was akin to a marriage and they were therefore, viewed as permanent 

life partners. Amelia and the deceased contributed to, and shared all 

the household expenses equally. The pooling of their financial 

resources increased their financial well-being and allowed them to 

maintain a higher standard of living than would have been the case had 

they not pooled their financial resources.  

 

4.8 It further submits that having identified the life partner as the only 

dependant, it provided the board with a calculator that calculates the 

financial need of a dependant (based on support at date of death, and 

projected into the future) where financial need is the amount required 

for a dependant to be in the same financial position as they would have 

been had the member not died.  

 

4.9 It states that the Act does not prescribe a calculation methodology that 

a fund must follow to assist the board with its allocation decision. In 

terms of the calculation methodology adopted by the Fund, using the 

calculator, the approximate present value of the net financial 

dependency (lost support) of the life partner was calculated. The 

following assumptions, which the board considered reasonable, were 

used to calculate the present value of the financial need of the 

dependant (Amelia):  

 

 Real discount rate – 3.00% (i.e. investment returns assumed to 

exceed inflation by 3.00%). 
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  Mortality table – The SA85/90 mortality table was used to determine 

the likelihood that a dependant would still be alive and needing 

support in each future year. 

 

 Retirement age – A retirement age of 63 was assumed for the 

member at which point a drop in income in line with a retirement 

replacement ratio of 66.67% would occur, i.e. it was assumed that 

should the member not have died, he would have retired at the age 

of 63 at which point his income would have dropped by one third. 

 

4.10 It submits that the present value of the financial need was then reduced 

by the amount of other cash benefits received as a result of the 

deceased’s death, to yield a net financial requirement (also referred to 

as required lost support). It states that this methodology is not unique 

to the first respondent and many other South African retirement funds 

use a similar methodology to determine financial dependency. 

 

4.11 It further submits that the life partner’s lost support was calculated on a 

“share of household income” allocation basis (as do other South 

African retirement funds). For purposes of the calculation, the 

household income was taken as R1 470 000.00 being the sum of the 

member’s and Amelia’s respective gross annual salaries. In terms of 

the share of household income allocation basis, one share is allocated 

to the deceased member (being the portion of the household income 

that the deceased is assumed to have used), three shares to the main 

household dependant (the reason for the three shares to the main 

household dependant is that household expenses do not halve when a 

spouse dies) and one share for each minor child. As the household 

consisted of the deceased and the life partner (Amelia as the main 

household dependent), the total number of shares was four, of which 

one was allocated to the deceased and three to the life partner. In this 

regard, the calculator results were as follows: 
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  Gross lost support:  R8 004.761.23 

  Lump sum offset:  R       9 000.00 

  Net financial requirement: R7 995 761.23 

 

4.12 It submits that the financial needs of the complainant, based on support 

at date of death, and projected into the future is R0.00 as she was not 

financially dependent on the member at date of death (as confirmed by 

the complainant in writing). 

 

4.13 It states that the board is required to exercise its discretion when 

making an equitable distribution of the benefits. It is therefore, not a 

pure mathematical formula that the board must follow but rather a 

discretionary decision, coupled with considerations which take into 

account factors such as: 

 

 the age of the beneficiaries; 

 the relationship with the deceased; 

  the extent of the dependency;  

 the wishes of the deceased; 

 he amount available for distribution; and  

 the financial affairs of the beneficiaries, including their potential future 

earning capacity. 

 

 4.14 It submits that the list of factors to be considered by the board is not a 

numerus clausus but represents some factors that are normally 

considered to make an equitable distribution. Other relevant factors 

may be added while some may not be material in certain 

circumstances. In this regard, it referred to the Manual on Retirement 

Funds and Other Employee Benefits, by Hanekom, pages 259 – 267, 

2015 edition. 

 

 4.15 It mentioned that as the death benefit available for distribution         

(R77 497.16 at 29 March 2016) is insufficient to meet Amelia’s 
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requirements as a life partner and the complainant confirmed that she 

was not financially dependent on the deceased, the entire benefit was 

allocated to Amelia. 

 

 4.16 The second respondent states that the complainant was afforded an 

opportunity to object to the allocation decision and she did so, 

however, the first respondent felt that it allocated the death benefit 

equitably. 

 

 4.17 The second respondent contends that it was explained to the 

complainant that the board is not bound by the nomination form 

completed by a member. The Act also specifically excludes the death 

benefit from the assets in the estate of a member. It referred to the 

case of Mashazi v African Products Retirement Benefit Provident Fund 

(2002) 8BPLP 3703 (W), where Hussain J observed the impact of a 

beneficiary nomination form as follows:  

“The fund is expressly not bound by a will, nor is it bound by the nomination 

form. The contents of the nomination form are there merely as a guide to the 

trustees in the exercise of their discretion.”  

 

4.18 The second respondent concludes that the board applied its mind, took 

all relevant facts into account, acted reasonably and fairly and did not 

fetter its discretion. It further submits that the board allocated the death 

benefit in accordance with the provisions of section 37C of the Act and 

the complaint should be dismissed. 

 

[5] DETERMINATION AND REASON THEREFOR 

 

5.1 The issue that falls to be determined by this Tribunal is whether or not 

the first respondent fettered its discretion in the allocation and 

distribution of the death benefit.  

 

 5.2 The payment of death benefits is regulated by section 37C of the Act, 

read in conjunction with the definition of a “dependant” in section 1.  
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The primary purpose of this section is to protect those who were 

financially dependent on the deceased during his lifetime. Section 37C 

of the Act imposes three pertinent duties on the board when distributing 

a death benefit. In the first instance, the board has to identify and trace 

all the dependants and nominated beneficiaries of the deceased. 

Secondly, the board must effect an equitable distribution of the death 

benefit; and finally, the board must determine an appropriate mode of 

payment. Essentially, section 37C of the Act gives the board 

discretionary powers to be exercised fairly and reasonable in the 

distribution of a death benefit. The duties in this regard were 

summarised in Sithole v ICS Provident Fund and Another [2000] 4 

BPLR 430 (PFA), at paragraph 24 and 25, as follows:- 

 

“When making an “equitable distribution” amongst dependants the                    

board of management has to consider the following factors: 

 

 the age of the dependants 

 the relationship with the deceased 

 the extent of dependency 

 the wishes of the deceased placed either in the nomination 

form and/or his last will; and 

 financial affairs of the dependants including their future 

earning capacity potential.” 

 

5.3 The primary issue for determination is whether or not the board 

discharged its duties imposed on it in terms of section 37C of the Act 

i.e. it considered all the relevant factors to the exclusion of the 

irrelevant factors and that it did not fetter its discretion. Where it is 

found that the board failed to conduct a proper investigation or take into 

account relevant factors, or took into account irrelevant factors, its 

decision shall be reviewable on the grounds that it exceeded its powers 

or that the decision constituted an improper exercise of its powers (see 

Jordaan v Protektor Pension Fund [2001] 2 BPLR 1593 (PFA) at 1596 

F-G and 1597B-D).  
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5.4 “Dependant” is defined in section 1 of the Act as follows: 

   

“(a) a person in respect of whom the member is legally liable for 

maintenance; 

 

 (b) a person in respect of whom the member is not legally liable for    

maintenance, if such person - 

  

(i)  was, in the opinion of the board, upon the death of the 

member in fact dependent on the member for maintenance; 

  

(ii) is the spouse of the member; 

  

(iii) is a child of the member, including a posthumous child, an 

adopted child and a child born out of wedlock. 

 

(c)  a person in respect of whom the member would have become legally     

liable for maintenance, had the member not died.”                    

 

In turn, a spouse is defined as follows: 

 

“spouse” means a person who is the permanent life partner or spouse or 

civil union partner of a member in accordance with the Marriage Act 68 of 

1961, the Recognition of Customary Marriages Act 68 of 1998, the Civil 

Union Act 17 of 2006 or the tenets of a religion. 

   

5.5 The law recognises three categories of dependants based on the 

deceased member’s liability to maintain such a person, namely, legal 

dependants, factual dependants and future dependants. In principle, a 

member is legally liable for the maintenance of a spouse and children 

as they rely on the member for the necessities of life. In the case of 

factual dependants, where there is no duty of support, a person might 

still be a dependant if the deceased in some way contributed to the 

maintenance of that person. The person alleging to be a factual 

dependant will have to prove that he was dependent on the deceased 

(despite the deceased not having a legal duty to maintain) at the time of 

the member’s death. 
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5.6 In the instance, following the death of the deceased, a death benefit 

became available for distribution to his beneficiaries and/or nominees. 

Having conducted its investigation in terms of section 37C of the Act, 

the board resolved to allocate the entire death benefit to Amelia, to the 

exclusion of the complainant. The complainant is a sole nominee in the 

deceased’s nomination form and was a beneficiary as a result thereof. 

On the other hand, Amelia qualifies as a dependant in terms of section 

1(b)(ii) of the Act by virtue of being the deceased’s life partner and as 

such was accorded the status of a spouse in terms of the definition of a 

spouse in terms of the Act. Therefore, the board acted diligently in 

identifying the aforesaid parties as the beneficiaries of the deceased. 

 

5.7 The complainant assails the board’s decision to exclude her in the 

allocation of the death benefit on the grounds that she is the nominee 

of the deceased and therefore, the board misdirected itself by not 

adhering to the wishes of the deceased. The term “nominee” is not 

defined in the Act and for a beneficiary to claim to be a nominee, there 

must exist a valid nomination form. The nomination must be in writing 

and the beneficiary must not be a dependant. The nominee is 

distinguishable from a dependant in that, a nominee is not by virtue of 

having been nominated entitled to a death benefit. The board is not 

bound by the nomination form completed by the deceased, instead the 

nomination form serves merely as a guide to assist it in the exercise of 

its discretion. In the case of Mashazi v African Products Retirement 

Benefit Provident Fund [2002] 8 BPLR 3703 (W) at 3705I-3706C, 

Hussain J observed the impact of a nomination form as follows: 

 

“Section 37C of the Act was intended to serve a social function. It was 

enacted to protect dependency, even over the clear wishes of the deceased. 

The section specifically restricts freedom of testation in order that no 

dependants are left without support. Section 37(c)(i) [sic] specifically excludes 

the benefits from the assets in the estate of a member. Section 37(c)[sic] 

enjoins the trustees of the pension fund to exercise an equitable discretion, 
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taking into account a number of factors. The fund is expressly not bound by a 

will, nor is it bound by a nomination form. The contents of the nomination form 

are there merely as guide to the trustees in the exercise of their discretion.”   

 

5.8 In casu, the deceased completed a beneficiary nomination form, in 

terms of which he allocated 100% of the death benefit to the 

complainant. The complainant finds it odd that she was not allocated a 

share of the death benefit in accordance with the deceased’s wishes. It 

is imperative to bring to the complainant’s attention that in matters 

relating to the distribution of death benefits, the wishes of the deceased 

are only one of the factors to be considered in making an equitable 

distribution (see Khambule v Telkom Retirement Fund [2003] 10 BPLR 

5214 (PFA)). Thus, the deceased’s nomination form, though an 

important factor was not a primary determinant of whether or not the 

complainant should have been considered for allocation of the death 

benefit as mentioned in the Mashazi case above.  

 

 5.9 At this juncture, it is imperative to determine whether or not the board of 

the first respondent effected an equitable distribution of the death 

benefit considering all the relevant factors to the exclusion of the 

irrelevant factors. The purpose of section 37C of the Act is to ensure 

that those who were financially dependent on the deceased are not left 

financially destitute as a result of his death. According to the available 

facts, the deceased shared a joint household with Amelia and they had 

pooled resources together to maintain a better standard of living. It also 

emerged from the second respondent’s submissions that Amelia even 

though she contributed to the household she shared with the deceased, 

was financially dependent on him. Therefore, the board correctly 

applied its mind by considering that the deceased’s demise left Amelia 

with diminished financial support.  

 

 5.10 The second respondent also submitted that the board considered the 

financial situation of each dependant and applied a methodology that 

determines the value of lost financial support. It submitted that the 
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amount of the death benefit was insufficient and could not meet the 

needs of Amelia. On the hand, the complainant who was a friend of the 

deceased and a nominee indicated that she was not financially 

dependent on the deceased.  

 

 5.11 It is an established principle that the litmus test in terms of section 37C 

of the Act is whether or not a beneficiary or a dependant was financially 

dependent on the deceased member at the time of his/her demise. This 

Tribunal notes that the complainant did not make any averment to 

indicate that she was financially dependent on the deceased other than 

to submit that her nomination should have put her in better stead to be 

paid the death benefit as per the deceased’s wishes. In the 

circumstance, this Tribunal is satisfied that the board of the first 

respondent considered all the relevant factors and each dependant’s 

peculiar financial circumstances in allocating and distributing the death 

benefit. Therefore, by allocating the entire death benefit to Amelia, to 

the exclusion of the complainant, the board succeeded in effecting an 

equitable distribution of the death benefit. This Tribunal is further 

satisfied that of the two parties, the one who stood to suffer great 

financial strain and inconvenience is Amelia. Therefore, the 

complainant’s submission that Amelia owns two properties and drives 

an expensive car, does not make her case better than hers.   

 

5.12 It must be noted that it is not the role of this Tribunal to decide what the 

fairest or most generous distribution is. Rather, the test in law is to 

determine whether or not the board acted rationally and arrived at a 

proper and lawful decision (see Ditshabe v Sanlam Marketers 

Retirement Fund & Another (2) [2001] 10 BPLR 2579 (PFA) at 2582F-

G). Therefore, to the extent that the complainant seeks an order from 

this Tribunal directing that the death benefit be distributed in the 

manner she deems equitable, a relief of this nature will not be granted 

by this Tribunal in the circumstances. This Tribunal could only examine 
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the matter and determine if the board considered all relevant factors in 

arriving at its decision.  

 

5.13 Therefore, taking into account the factors taken into consideration by 

the board in distributing the death benefit, this Tribunal finds that the 

board of the first respondent has discharged its duties in terms of the 

Act when distributing the death benefit and this Tribunal will not 

interfere with its resolution.     

 

[6] ORDER 

 

1. In the result, the complaint cannot succeed and is hereby dismissed.  

 

 

DATED AT PRETORIA ON THIS 27TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER 2016 

 

 

 

 

____________________________ 

MA LUKHAIMANE 

PENSION FUNDS ADJUDICATOR 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 30M filing: High Court 

Parties: unrepresented 

 

 

 

 

 


